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'Globalisation' has become fashionable. A few years ago, it took over 
from 'globalism' (Arndt 1996). Still unknown to the Oxford English 
Dictionary or spell checkers, it has spread like wildfire through the 
political·economy literature. 'The borderless world' (Ohmae 1990), 
'No more national frontiers' (Reich 1991), 'The end of the nation 
state' (Ohmae 1995), 'The whole world one market' (Radius Prawiro 
1998). 

These extravagant slogans clearly belong to fantasy land. The 
world still consists of nation states, nearly 200 members of the United 
Nations. They all have national frontiers, attended by immigration 
and customs offices, and politically the trend is all the other way. 
Separatists- Kurds, Basques, Chechens, Tamil Tigers, Bougainvilleans 
(not to mention Quebecois and Scots) - are out to break up nation 
states. Certainly, the world is one market in the sense that goods and 
services produced in one country can be sold in all other countries, 
subject to government-imposed trade barriers, transport and transac
tion costs, but this was also true in 1900 and 1800. 

What has changed is the ease and speed with which goods and 
services, and capital can move from one country to another. Gov
ernments have reduced trade barriers, and technical progress has 
greatly reduced the cost of transport by road, sea and air and has in
creased the speed of communication by phone, fax and the Internet. 
The world has experienced a marked opening up of national econo
mies, a greater degree of internationalisation. This is an important 
fact, with important implications for economic policy. But it needs to 
be examined with a sense of proportion and some effort to sort out 
the various phenomena that have been lumped together in the litera
ture of 'globalisation'. To make such an attempt is the object of this 
paper. 
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Causes 

There is a tendency in the literature to attribute )loba~is~tion' 
simply to technological change (e.g. Ohn:ae 1~95,_ p. vu): Thts 1~ un
convincing. The crucial change has been hberaltsatwn of :nternano~al 
trade and payments by all developed and many developmg ~ountn_es 
in recent decades. The present century has witnessed a paradtgm shtft 
from ever increasing government regulation and c?ntro~ of the eco~
omy in the first half to deregulation of trade and fmanctal ma_rkets m 
the second half. It would take another paper to try to explam these 
profound changes. The strengthening ?f po~tica~ democracy and or
ganised labour in the wake of industnalisauon m the 19t? century, 
the emergence of socialist movements, the Great Depresswn of th~ 
1930s and consequent widespread pessimism about the future of capi
talism, the imposition of direct controls over all aspec~ of the econ
omy during World War II, the distortions of productiOn and. trade 
which resulted from these developments, all these played a part m the 
first half (Arndt 1944); the campaign of ~he U~ted States for. free.r 
trade and non-discrimination, the mountmg _evtdence ~or th<; mefft
ciency of state enterprises and direct controls m the Sovtet Umon and 
elsewhere, and the unexpected conjunction of full employment and 
sustained economic growth in the 25 years from 1945, ~hese presuma
bly have been the chief factors in the second h~f (Ma~dtso~ 1997). 

Whatever the explanation, it is primanly thts shift towards 
market-oriented and outward looking policies that has propelled the 
internationalisation of national economies. Rapid growth of modern 
technology in transport and communications has undo':btedly pla~ed 
an important part. "The free flows of information, capital, expernse, 
technology and ideas have made the world smaller" (Gur_ung 19~5). 
Liberalisation and technical change have interacted. But mteracuon 
has in the main taken the form of liberalisation facilitate? by c?ang
ing technology. The result has been a very large increase m the mter
national flow of goods and services. In the past two decades, world 
trade has grown twice as fast as world output (Howe 1994, P· 116). I~
ternational long-term capital flows have increased much faster su~l 
and the daily volume of short-term international capital movements ts 

being counted in trillions of dollars. 
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Liberalisation has taken four main forms. There has been a 
marked reduction in government-imposed trade barriers, tariffs and 
other, and a decline in transaction, transport and communication 
costs. In exchange rate policy, there has been a shift from fixed (or at 
least stable) tow~rds fl_oating exchange rates. Domestic financial sys
tems have b~en hbera~tsed: And industrialising countries have sought 
to attract dtrect foretgn mvestment through tax incentives and in 
other ways. 

. The increase i~ th': volume of international trade is readily ex
plamed by the combmatwn of growth of GDP, not least in the devel
oping countries of East Asia, and opening up of the national econo
mies. ~he huge increase in the volume of international capital move· 
ments 1s more puzzling. The increase, in the course of world eco
nom~c ~evelopment, in t?e number of countries with significant do
mesne fmanctal systems 1s part of the explanation. But where has all 
the money_ come from? Part of the answer is probably to be found in 
the. expanswnary monetary policies of some countries, especially the 
Umte~ States, during the 1970s and early 1980s (cf. Arndt 1995). The 
ease Wtth which liberalised financial markets have come to be able to 
generate pyramids of liquidity, especially in the form of eurodollars, 
has undoubtedly been another factor, and here the increased speed of 
telecommunication has played a part. 

Some of the literature links 'globalisation' with 'regionalisation' 
(e.g. Chen and Kwan 1997), an equally ugly word but with more sub· 
stan~e. As _long ago as 1959, the Executive Secretary of UN-ECLA, 
Raul Prebtsch, promoted the idea of 'free trade areas' - the "inter
nationalisation of protection", as Harry Johnson called it (Arndt 
1996, p. 377). Since then, regional PTAs (preferential trading ar
rangements) have proliferated, from the European Common Market 
to EFT A, NAFT A, AFT A and more. The object here has been lim
ited trade liberalisation, widening the protected market from national 
to regional boundaries. Technical progress has had virtually nothing 
to do with it. 
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Effects 

Short·term international capital movement 

"Since the early 1980s, the domestic fi_nan~ial harkkts o11ibe~~{ 
economies have been increasingly globahsed m t e wa e d the 
isin olic initiatives implemented by governmex_Its .aroun . 
woJ/ [ ... {Assisted by significant improv;ements m,u:t'?rmauod 
technology ~nd falli!'g transaction costs, thi~ hashres¥9~0s;n ~~~n growth in mternauonal monetary flows m t e 
1997, p. 31). 

Volatility of international short-term capital ~ove~alen~ is a probdlebm 
I h 1930 (I deed fmanci cnses cause Y 

that goes back to at east t e s. n ' ld · 
domestic and international flights from a currency are as o . as capi-
talism; cf. Kindleberger 1996.) It was suggested more than fifty years 

ago that 
"the rapid and unpredictable movements of huge volumes o~ cahi· 
tal from one country to another which played a large p~ I\~ h 
breakdown of the gold standard during the yeards ~931-~.f.n wf ~~ 
were largely responsible for the unprecedente msta I Ith o -
change rates during the 1930s, were an altogether new p enome
non of the inter-war period" (Arndt 1944, PP· 285·86). 

In the 1960s the problem recurred in a form later associated 

with the name of Robert Mundell: 
"High interest rates calculated to enforce domehs.tihc ?'onetaryd dre-

. f h funds w IC mcrease o-straint induced mflows o s on-term . . 1. f 
. ' . "d" I h d [ ] an active Interest po Icy or mesuc hqm Ity. n ot er wor s ... d d I If defeating 

domestic objectives is liable to be ren ere part. Y I se · t " 
through its effects on international short-term. capita movemen s 

(Arndt 1996, p. 174). 

The effect, it came to be argued, was loss of national mo~etary 
In the past decade the problem has recurred dramatically, 

~utMono:nY·. 1994 and in Sou;heast Asia recently. At the 1944 Bretton 
In eX!CO In d d d f 
Woods conference which re-established the go! . stan ar system o 
stable exchange rates in the modified form of adjustable p~g.s, Keynes 
advocated one exception to the accepted objective of abohhum~dof ~xh-

. 1 ts These e sru wit change controls: short-term capita movemen . ' I 
f h 1930 · · · d Jd wreck the new system. n 

the experience o t e s 111 nun ' cou . . 1 · 1 
the following years exchange control over mternatwna capita 
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movements came increasingly to be recognised as impracticable, if 
only because leads and lags on current account could achieve large 
outflows of funds. Indonesia was the first major developing country 
to accept this fact, by opening its capital account in 1970. 

The abandonment of gold convertibility of the dollar by Presi
dent Nixon in 1971 signalled the end of the Bretton Woods system of 
stable exchange rates. The decision was induced, not by actual flows 
of 'hot money' but by the increasing risk of potential outflows 
(chiefly Japanese withdrawal of funds) due to US unwillingness to 

carry out the domestic macroeconomic adjustment required to sustain 
the old exchange rate. 

The US decision to deal with the disequilibrium in its balance of 
payments, not by a devaluation as envisaged by the Bretton Woods 
system, but by in effect allowing the dollar to float, was influenced by 
a change of outlook about exchange rate policy that had developed 
for some time, associated chiefly with the name of Milton Friedman. 
He argued in favour of a system of flexible exchange rates on the 
ground that it would minimise the costs of adjustment and that specu
lation in foreign exchange markets could be relied upon to be stabilis
ing. As a currency depreciated beyond a point, an increasing propor
tion of speculators would bet on appreciation. 

The issue has dominated debate about exchange rate policy ever 
since. The European Union has opted for a single currency (in effect 
fixed exchange rates among member currencies) chiefly for political 
reasons, but is still struggling to overcome formidable adjustment 
costs in member countries. Most developing countries have tended to 
'anchor' their currencies to a major currency (or to a trade-weigh ted 
average), at best operating a managed float. But the Thai financial cri
sis of 1997, with its 'contagion' effects on other East Asian currencies 
has demonstrated once again that, in the absence of the necessary do
mestic adjustment, destabilising currency speculation renders the 
maintenance of a fixed exchange rate impracticable. 

Behind this debate lies a more fundamental issue. The classical 
gold standard, as it operated during 1870-1914, was designed to 
achieve international equilibrium automatically by imposing interna
tional discipline upon domestic macroeconomic policies. A deficit in 
the balance of payments would be corrected automatically by outflow 
of gold which compelled a reduction in domestic money supply and 
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thereby a fall in domestic prices (including wages). The basic reason 
for the final collapse of the gold standard in the 1930s was that money 
prices, and especially money wages, had ceased to be sufficiently 
flexible downward (Hicks 1953). 

Allowing currencies to float suspends the international disci
pline imposed by fixed exchange rates. In its place, international dis
cipline is imposed by the market. The market reacts to imprudent 
domestic macroeconomic policy, excessive expansion of money sup
ply through budget deficits or unsound bank lending, by speculation 
against the currency. Sooner or later, corrective action to obviate the 
adverse effects of currency depreciation on domestic price stability 
and foreign trade becomes unavoidable. 

International discipline is resented. In the 1930s, in Britain and 
other countries which were suffering from unemployment and bal
ance of payments deficits imposed by the domestically generated US 

·depression, the gold standard prescription of deliberate further defla
tion was regarded as quite unacceptable (Arndt 1944, p. 97). In there
cent Southeast Asian crisis, the Prime Minister of Malaysia, Dr Ma
hathir, used strong language against Sores and other speculators, the 
"beasts": "I say openly these people are racists. [They are] not happy 
to see us prosper. They stab us. They say we are growing too fast, and 
when we do not listen to them they initiate action to make us poor" 
(Mahathir 1997). The immediate reaction by the market was a further 
sharp fall in the ringgit. Dr Mahathir's reaction has been extreme. But 
there is no doubt that his resentment of discipline imposed by specu
lators - rich, foreign capitalists - is widely shared. 

Long-term capital movements 

Portfolio capital 

Throughout the 19th century long-term capital movements predomi
nantly took the form of portfolio capital, chiefly funds raised in the 
London bond market by colonial and other governments to finance 
railway and other infrastructure development (Arndt and Drake 
1985). Huge flows of capital were effected internationally by the issue 
of bonds, and to a lesser extent equities, floated principally in Lon-
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~~;6 s;th fl~-~~ gener)ally ec~ipsed_ foreign direct investment (Arndt 
. ' 

0f?m re 1~68 · F?rergn drrect investment (FDI) was in the 
mam con med to pnmary mdustry. 

In the s_econd half of this century, the situation has been trans-

Globaiisation 

formed. l_)unng the long post-war boom FDI expand d .dl = d . e~~~ 
~a~t~g an pr~motmg development in industrialising countries 

es~ecra y m East Asr~. ~ortfolio investment also grew substantially i~ 
v( o ume - some statistics suggest that it increased faster than FDI 
Ar~! 1 ~96, p. 3) - but under the impetus of financial innovations (se
cunnsa~!On an? de~elopment of financial derivatives) and the emer-
gence o new fmancral centres, such as Hong Kong and s· h 
d . · · b mgapore t e rstmctwn etween long-term portf I. d h , . 0 10 an s ort-term caprtal 
movements has become increasingly blurred Bonds d .. 

< d · . · an eqmnes are 
now transrerr~ Internationally with the same ease as bank funds. 

Internatronal flows of portfolio capital, therefore, now have 
much the same effects as short-term capital movements Th d 
to ch · · · ey respon 

anges m Interest and exchange rates in the same way and t d . 
the s d. · . h . en m 

am~ ":ay ~o ururus natwnal monetary autonomy. But in so far 
as the drsnncnon between short- and lo t . al .ll ng- erm caprt movements 
cand~tr usefully be '?a~e: the suggestion that "increased availability of 
ere ~t ~d re~uced liqurdrty constraints have produced a sustained re-
duction m pnvate saving" (Argy 1996 Z) · . al . . · I , P· Ill caprt -rmportmg coun-
tr~es ;'0~ d app~y primarily to portfolio capital. As an aspect of 'glob-

fl
a rsatlol':k' thhe mfcreased volume of international portfolio capital 

ows, I e t at o short-term ca .t I fl . b d . P1 a movements, re ects mteraction 
etween eregulanon of financial markets and 

1
-m d . , . 

t h I prove mrormatwn ec no ogy. 

Foreign direct investment 

Until World War II, FDI was largely linu.ted to . . d I t · R ·1 . . numng an p anta-
~'_IS· ar bay comp;;rues fmanced their investment mainly by issuing 

T
t herr. own onds. Thrs began to change soon after the end of the war. 

e rmpetus came from decolo · · d · d ·a1· . . h b . . rusanon an m ustn rsatwn m what 
:vas t ~n. e~mm_ng to be called the Third World. For three decades 
mdustnalisanon m developing countrr·es relied I . I . ' a most ennre y on rm-
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port-substitution. FDI by developed country (DC) manufacturers was 
involved in two ways. 

One was the phenomenon of 'tariff factories'. Developing (for-
merly 'less developed', hence LDC) country governments protected 
their infant industries by tariffs and in other ways. Rather. than lose 
their export markets altogether, DC manufactur~rs estabhsh~d s~b
sidiaries behind the tariff walls. The objective was Import subsututwn 
- for many years there were virtually no exports of manufactures -
and the initiative was with the DC manufacturer. 

The other impetus to FDI came from the desire of LDC gov
ernments to attract foreign capital and technology. From the 1960s 
they offered tax and other incentives. Since they ~ompeted. wi:h one 
another the benefits accrued mainly to the fore1gn multmauonals. 
Few fel~ able to avoid providing costly incentives, but the ones ~at 
did best were those, like Singapore, which were able to offer attracuve 
conditions - good port, rail and other infrastructure, law and order 
and minimal corruption (Hughes an.d You 1969).. , . . . , 

During this phase, FDI had little to do With globahsauon . It 
involved little international movement of capital - much of what was 
needed was raised by the overseas parent company in the ho~t c~un
try- and it involved no significant new technology. The multmatwn
als generally transferred existing technology, often ~echnology that 
was beginning to be obsolete in the home country, With at best some 
adaptation to local conditions and some training of .local staff (cf. San
tikarn 1981). (Some industrialising countries, espeCially Japan foll~w
ing the Meiji restoration in 1868, and in t~e post-World War II ~er~od 
Korea secured transfer of technology Without FDI, through muta
tion a:,d reverse engineering, with or without patent rights.) 

The role of FDI changed in the 1980s for two mam reaso.ns. 
One was the almost universal shift from inward- to outward-lookmg 
industrial development and trade and financial l.iberalisati?n. Manu
facturing multinationals in the advanced industnal coun.tnes form~d 
joint ventures with state or private enterprises in developmg countrtes 
to produce for export as well as home markets. !he 'n~tional cars' in 
Malaysia and Indonesia are examples. The same mcreasm~ly occurred 
in service industries, banking and other finance, sea and rur tr~s~or:, 
hotels, etc. It is arguable that this trend represented 'globahsatwn , 
but while the spread of FDI in financial markets owed a g~o:J deal to 
the rapid improvement in information technology, the dnvmg force 
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here was opening up of national economies, internationalisation, 
rather than technical change. 

The other factor was changing comparative advantage. As in
come and unit labour costs rose in the industrialising countries, first 
in Japan, then in the newly industrialising economies (NIEs) of East 
Asia and elsewhere, the labour-intensive industries which were the 
core of the first phase of industrialisation became increasingly un
competitive. In the 1970s, many Japanese manufacturers transferred 
their plants to lower-wage countries in East and Southeast Asia, 
largely to produce for export, particularly back to Japan but also to 
third countries. 

From the mid-1980s the NIEs, especially Hong Kong and Singa
pore, began to follow in Japan's footsteps, transferring their labour
intensive industries to lower-wage neighbouring countries, and 'mov
ing up the technology ladder' into skill and technology-intensive in
dustries, partly on the initiative of domestic manufacturers but chiefly 
by encouraging such investment by multinationals (Goh 1995). To
wards the end of the decade the ASEAN countries, in turn, were con
cerned that they were losing their competitiveness in these industries 
to China and Vietnam (ASEAN Secretariat 1997). This 'flying geese' 
pattern of changing comparative advantage (Okita 1989) owed little if 
anything to technological change or even to opening up. Manufactur
ers, domestic and multinational, were responding to changes in rela
tive cost that came with economic and industrial development, in 
much the same way as had happened when Britain lost her compara
tive advantage in cotton textiles to India in the first decades of this 
century. In moving from labour-intensive to skill and technology
intensive industries, Singapore and other NIEs took advantage of 
technology av:ailable in DCs, but technical change was not the motive 
force. 

The same applies to another new facet of international trade and 
investment which has attracted much attention in the literature: 
'competitive advantage', associated especially with the name of Mi
chael Porter (Porter 1990). It derives from the view that non-price 
competitiveness has played a major part in Japanese success in export 
markets. Japanese manufacturers, it is claimed, compete primarily 
through quality, not price. Stringent quality control, attention to 
consumer tastes and flexible adjustment to changing market trends 
(aided by a 'just in time' inventory policy), product innovation and 
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skilful marketing: all these, it is said, enable Japanese producers to 
compete internationally on reputation rather than price, with the im
plication that American and other producers must follow the Japa
nese example if they are to hold their own (Arndt 1996, p. 52). Warr 
(1992) has suggested that, in the course of economic development, the 
emphasis shifts from price to non-price competition, but has also em
phasised that, while competitive advantage may be relevant for the 
performance of firms, comparative advantage remains as relevant as 
ever for the performance of nations (Warr 1994). 

These are important trends in world trade and economic devel
opment, but they have little if anything to do with 'globalisation', the 
internationalisation of national economies promoted by opening up 
and/ or technical change. A much stronger case for 'globalisation' 
rests on the role of the 'product cycle' in international trade, as first 
propounded by Vernon (1966) and subsequently amended by him and 
others. In its first version, the product cycle theory sought to explain 
the factors responsible for one country (specifically the United States) 
being the innovator, and how other countries gradually overcome the 
hurdles to imitation until the product becomes standardised and is 
produced in large-scale, highly capital-intensive plants for the mass 
market (Harris 1992, pp. 30-31). 

By 1980, Vernon himself came to think that the product cycle 
theory no longer explained trade patterns. The reason was the new 
role of multinationals. 

"As the multinationals grew, and extended production and sales 
around the globe, there began an inevitable change in the percep· 
tion of the management of these firms. Rather than viewing them
selves as creatures of the United States' (or other countries') mar
ket system, they view themselves as part of an integrated world 
economy. All decisions were taken with an eye to maximising the 
overall economic efficiency of the world firm. This meant locating 
production, sales, R&D and management wherever profitable op
portunity and the constraints of competition dictated[ ... ]. Modern 
technology reduced the information and communication problem 
of multinationals to the point where it was possible to run a firm 
with day-to·day monitoring of the activities of globally dispersed 
divisions" (Harris 1992, p. 33). 

This is undoubtedly the most persuasive case for the 'globalisa
tion' thesis. The behaviour of many major multinationals fits this de-
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~c:iption. ~u~ how ?'uch of world production and trade conforms to 
lt. No statistical estimates seem avrulable, but it is unlikely that more 
than 10 yer. cent of world trade and more than 5 per cent of world 
productwn IS 'globalised' in this sense. 

. Another f<;ature of 'globalisation' that has attracted some anx
wus ~o~ment IS wh~t has been called 'hollowing out' and 'out
~ourcm.g · .Th~ relocatwn abroad of uncompetitive labour-intensive 
mdustnes 1~ srud to have 'hollowed out' the Japanese and Hong Kong 
manufactunng sectors, and DC manufacturing companies it · 
I . d hif . h ' IS c a1me , are s tmg t eir purchases of equipment and parts from lo-

c.ally pr?duced produ~ts .to those of industrialising countries. There is 
lml; ev1~ence tha~ th:s IS a serio~s problem. I':' s? far as 'hollowing 
out and .outsourcmg are .happerung, both are mc1dental to changing 
comparative advantage Within manufacturing and to the structural 
change from manufacturing to service industries which is a universal 
~eature of the most developed - 'post-industrial' - economies. Open
mg.up has undo~?tedly accelerated this process by intensifying inter
~a~wnal competition, presumably with favourable effects on produc
tiVIty and growth. 

It has also made it easier for manufacturing and other companies 
to move, or thr~~ten to m?ve, abroad to escape what they regard as 
governme~t polic1es damagmg to their interests. More often than not, 
the threat IS bluff, but that government policies sometimes deter in
flow and !nduc~ out~ow of investment is obvious. Similarly, move
ment of f1?~C1al capital to 'tax havens' abroad, openly or through 
~ransfer pncmg and other forms of tax avoidance, is an old story, go
mg back decades, though financial liberalisation may have made it 
more difficult to counter. 

Trade an~ financial. liberalisation has greatly facilitated and 
promoted FDI m productiOn of goods in much of the world. This is 
?'uch less t~e ?f services. There are multinationals in banking and 
msurance, sh1ppmg and civil aviation, media and other service indus
tries operating in different countries, but trade liberalisation has here 
c.ome ~p against strong resistance in many countries, based on na
twn~ m~e~e~t .concerns, which the General Agreement on Trade in 
Serv1ces Initiative under \Vorld Trade Organisation auspices has not 
yet been able to overcome. 
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International mobility oflabottr 

'Globalisation', we are told, has made capital much more mobile in
ternationally. What about labour? It is not obvious that international 
mobility of labour is greater now than it was in the 1 ~th century. 
Certainly, there have been great movements of people m the after
math of war, in Germany and India. Migrant workers have been at
tracted from Turkey to Europe, from Mexico to the USA, from 
North Africa to France. There have been waves of refugees, boat 
people from Vietnam and Rwandans from Zaire. But, with the partial 
exception of post-war migrant labour and the Mexican flo.w across t~e 
US border, these have all been crisis phenomena, not ev1dence of u:~
ternational mobility of labour in response to market for~~s. There IS 

some international mobility, especially short-term mobility (confer
encing, consultancies) among professional people, sci~ntists? b~siness 
executives and others. But in striking contrast to hberal1satton of 
trade and finance, national governments still prohibit, res~rict, or at 
best regulate, immigration. Here 'globalisation' has made Virtually no 
impact. 

Reactions 

Many of the developments that have been brought under the port
manteau description of 'globalisation' have been unpopular: Has 
Globalisation gone too far? (Rodrik 1997); One World Ready o~ N~t: the 
Manic Logic of Global Capitalism (Greider 1997); The Globalzsatton of 
Poverty: Impacts of IMF and World Bank Reforms (Chossudovsky 
1997). A recent UNCTAD report attributes to globalisation all man
ner of ills: slow growth, rising inequality and widen!ng income gal?s 
between North and South, 'hollowing out' of the m1ddle class, rapid 
expansion of private and public debt, increased job and !ncome inse
curity. The UNCTAD Secretary-General, Rubens Ricupero, has 
warned of 

"a real threat of political backlash which could wipe out gains of 
recent economic reforms, perhaps rolling back economic integra· 
tion. The 1920s and 1930s provide a stark and disturbing reminder 
of just how quickly faith in markets and openness can be over
whelmed by political events" (UNCTAD 1997). 
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Some of these complaints about 'globalisation' merely echo the 
old socialist critique of capitalism, reinforced nowadays by the 
'Green' critique on environmental grounds. Some voice the griev
ances in less developed countries which found expression in the 1970s 
in demands for a New International Economic Order. Others raise 
traditional objections to power exercised by foreigners. The distin
guished historian, Arthur Schlesinger, believes that technology and 
globalisation pose a threat to the future of democracy (Schlesinger 
1997). Then there are the exponents of what Paul Krugman has re
cently called the doctrine of "global glut", the view that, under the 
impact of technology in an environment of increasingly free trade, 
the world is flooded with an oversupply of goods (Krugman 1997). 
But these concerns, reminiscent of the Keynes-Hansen thesis of 'secu
lar stagnation', have little to do with globalisation. 

Opposition to 'globalisation' in the specific sense of increasing 
internationalisation of national economies derives at bottom from 
economic nationalism and protectionism, both reinforced by a wide
spread sense of insecurity Gustified or not). It focuses on fear of cheap 
labour competition and on the two main forms of international mo
bility of capital described above, short-term international capital 
movements and FDI. Neither is new, but both have been enlarged 
and accelerated by technology and deregulation. 

Mention was made before of the ferocious reaction by Prime 
Minister Mahathir to the currency speculation which forced a severe 
depreciation of the ringgit in the aftermath of the Thai financial crisis 
in September 1997. But Mahathir was not alone. There was much 
concern throughout Southeast Asia about the crisis and its likely ef
fects in slowing down economic growth in Southeast Asia, and indeed 
throughout the world, when it spread to Northeast Asia, Wall Street 
and Europe. The sharp fall on world stock exchanges was seen as an 
overdue correction of a boom that had got out of hand. But in East 
Asia, the crisis threatened a serious slowdown of economic growth. 
While it was generally admitted that unsound macroeconomic poli
cies and banking practices were the chief cause of trouble, there was 
general agreement that the volatility of short-term capital movements 
had ignited it. 

Some limit to national monetary autonomy is inevitable. No 
country can for long pursue reckless macroeconomic policies. Inter
national discipline is imposed either by a fixed exchange rate regime, 
as under the pre-1914 gold standard and now in the European Mone-
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tary Union, or by the market. The case for leaving ~t en:irely t~ the 
market in the form of a floating exchange rate reg1me, ts that tt al
lows f;r gradual adjustment in response to warning signals, instead of 
a sudden collapse when the fixed or anchored rate can no longer be 
held.· 

While this has in the past two decades become the orthodox 
view, a floating exchange rate regime has by no means universal sup
port. McKinnon (1981), among other economists, has long argued for 
pegged rates. "Flexibility", it has been pointed out (Economist 1997), 
"has disadvantages [ ... ]. The most important are that exchange rates 
can be volatile and, on occasion grossly misaligned. This can hinder 
trade [ ... ]. If trade is a large share of GDP, then the costs of c~rrency 
instability can be high. This suggests that small, open econorme~ ~ay 
be best served by fixed exchange rates." The next step along this line 
of thinking may be a revival of Mundell's (1961) idea of "optimum 

» currency areas . . 
The Southeast Asian crisis has pointed to another nsk of float

ing exchange rates, a repetition of the competitive depreciation fol
lowing the breakdown of the gold standard when "the process of ex
change depreciation spread through [ ... ] the desire of each country to 
protect its export trade" (Arndt 1944, p. 100; see also League of N_a
tions 1944). Strictly speaking, competitive depreciation occurs only m 
an adjustable peg system; but managed floats tend to follow the same 
pattern, and even clean floats may do so if the market anticipates such 
management. 

Tobin (1974) has suggested "sand in the machine" in the form of 
a tax to moderate hot money movements, but it is doubtful whether 
such a tax could be effectively administered. At the September 1997 
meeting of the IMF and World Bank in Hong Kong,_ the case for 
freely floating rates was strongly challenged, so~e argm':'g for clo_ser 
IMF involvement to introduce order into the mternatwnal capnal 
turbulence (Straits Times 1997). In a crisis such as that which b~fell 
Southeast Asia in September-October 1997, the most urgent need ts to 
restore confidence, and that is probably the chief role of IMF in
volvement. 

The debate on exchange rate policy remains unresolved. But the 
issues have not really changed in the past 100 years, even if interna
tional short-term capital movements have become larger and faster. 
'Globalisation' throws no light on the problem. 
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The other main objection advanced by critics of 'globalisation' 
is related to protectionism. "The forces of globalisation are increas
ingly associated with an inability on the part of national governments 
to tackle deep-seated problems of long-term unemployment' (Beeson 
1997). Resentment of technical change as a cause of unemployment is 
as old as the Luddite destruction of textile machinery in Britain in the 
second decade of the 19th century and the fears about the same time 
that resumption of free trade after the Napoleonic wars would cause 
unemployment in the USA and France (Arndt 1996, ch. 21). 

There is no doubt that technical change and trade liberalisation 
impose adjustment costs by displacing labour in particular jobs, but 
these are temporary, given a reasonably flexible labour market and 
good economic growth. Relocation of industries in response to chang
ing comparative advantage did not cause unemployment in Japan or 
Hong Kong or more recently in Singapore; labour displaced in la
bour-intensive industries was readily absorbed in service and other 
industries higher up the 'technology ladder'. Whatever the explana
tion for the high rate of unemployment in many OECD countries in 
recent years, there is no evidence that 'globalisation', the opening up 
of national economies, has made a significant contribution, even 
when wage rigidity and labour immobility have impeded adjustment. 

A more plausible target for critics of 'globalisation' is, as we 
have seen, the "world firm, the multinational company which views 
itself as part of an integrated world economy and locates production, 
sales, R&D and management wherever profitable opportunity dic
tates" (Harris 1992). The injury, however, is not so much to the na
tional economy, or even to exposed sectors - the decisions of multina
tionals will as often be beneficial as harmful, if only by encouraging 
economic reform - as to national pride. But the vulnerability of small 
nations to external pressure is not obviously worse if this pressure is 
exercised by powerful multinationals than by powerful states. 

Finally, there will be some who, with George Soros, lament the 
social effects of 'globalisation', the spread of pop music, standardised 
fast food, pornography and drugs, undermining national or ethnic so
cial values and traditions. Similar laments, about the spread of vulgar 
films and dances, short skirts and clean-shaved faces, were heard in the 
1920s, though not yet much in the less developed parts of the world. 
But 'globalisation' has also brought modern medicine, literacy and ac
cess to other cultures. Once the bounds of economic discourse are 
transcended, the answers must be left to subjective judgment. 
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